20th Anniversary Harvest
Here we are, 20 years after our conception, with not only one great Davis, but three! When my Father
founded this company 2 decades ago, he couldn’t imagine that one, not to mention two, of his sons
would be working alongside him. With Cole at the helm of our Cellar, about to celebrate his 13th
Harvest, he brought a balance to our small, blossoming Winery. He has dedicated himself to the
craftsmanship and passion that defines us, and has given all his heart to safeguarding the wines while
they age in barrel. Since joining my Father and Brother in 2012, I have been responsible for everything
from sharing our family’s story at home and out of state, to being an active member of our wine
making, even learning how we dutifully practice Earth-Friendly Farming. This year will be my 5th
Harvest, commemorating my 5th year of being part of what I know to be one of history’s best families
in artisan wine making. As we look forward however, we see not only our passion for working as a
family, but also for a constant elevation of what we consider “Great Wine.” This means each of us
knowing so intuitively both the profile that makes our wines so juicy yet balanced as well as the
experience it brings to whatever occasion it is enjoyed alongside. For all of these reasons, it seems so
fitting that during this time of year I share with each every one of you my level of gratitude for this
amazing opportunity I have been given. The ability to work with two of my closest friends every day,
giving ourselves entirely to the pursuit of great, ecologically responsible wines. To spend years on every
bottle, patiently stewarding them through their journey to palatal perfection, and into your glasses. I
had a couple recently tell me that they opened a magnum of our 2007 Soul Patch Syrah on their 7 th
Anniversary, and in the midst of their reminiscence I found my heart at that table, surrounded by all
the love they had both for each other as well as this memory, and I was so touched. I hope that during
this season, you know that with every drop you savor, you give us the necessary fuel to our passions. I
speak for the entire Davis Family when we give our thanks to you.
Happy Thanksgiving!
Cooper Davis

As a Vintage...
As a vintage, 2015 was truly unique! We were years into a drought that only got more severe as each vintage
rolled by, giving each vine less and less water as time passed. The lower quantity of ground water also meant
smaller yields from each vineyard, especially our Pinot Noir vineyards, which are all dry-farmed. For this
reason, we have set aside all single-vineyards as Wine-Club only wines! In times of high heat and less water,
we were setting vineyard picks not only down to the correct day, but even down to the perfect hour of
ripeness! As a collective group, 2015 has the most seamless and unique texture of any vintage. This allows
flavors to delicately coat the palate with silky elegance, yet with enough weight and perfect dry finish, which
playfully lingers on the palate for minutes! We hope you enjoy this small but special vintage as much as we
enjoyed making it!

2015 Soul Patch Pinot Noir
Our Soul Patch Vineyard is one that is so inclined to complexity and balance. It
is an east-facing hillside, with its rows oriented parallel to the “North-South” line.
This means that as the sun rotates around it every day, it is casting direct
morning sun without any harsh afternoon sun, resulting in delicate complexity
without the heavy red fruit associated with afternoon sunlight. As the red fruit is
slowing down through the day, we develop much subtler nuanced flavors, such
as the minerality from Soul Patch’s Gold Ridge soil. This is so evident in the
finish, as you work through layer after layer of volcanic ash, which makes up
most of the soils along Laguna Ridge. This wine is always a favorite, so much
that it is unable to be much more than wine-club allocated. For this reason,
2015 Soul Patch Pinot will likely be gone before February, so we encourage you
to stock up on this true Davis Family vineyards staple!

2015 Horseshoe Bend Pinot Noir
Horseshoe Bend is truly so different than other Pinot Noir vineyards. It sits about 800
feet in elevation, well above the fog line, just outside of the town of Occidental. Acting
as the first effective summit as you come off the Pacific Ocean, the wind that whips up
and over this ridgeline will be the primary environmental influence. Sometimes
reaching as high as 20-25 miles per hour, these winds cause the clusters to reduce in
size by about 20%; going from the traditional conical shape to an almost spherical
cluster, about the size and shape of a racquetball. On top of being much smaller and
tighter, the clusters thicken their skins by 4 or 5 times the normal thickness of Pinot
Noir. This means so much more skins in the fermenter, imparting a beautifully round,
earthy nose reminiscent of Burgundy. However, in this vintage, that earthy streak
transforms in a way we’ve never seen. It morphed from earthy and very classically
nuanced to a Sonoma County local, taking on aroma of sweet redwood and forest floor,
with warm cigar wrapper rounding out the nose. A very interesting vintage that is
incredibly limited, so re-order to make sure you can get another couple bottles. Less
than 150 cases were made!

